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THE STRUCTURE OF LOCAL INTEGRAL

ORTHOGONAL GROUPS

BY

D. G. JAMES(')

Abstract. Let M be a lattice on a regular quadratic space over a

nondyadic local field. The normal subgroups of the integral orthogonal

group 0{M) are determined.

1. Introduction. Let F be a field complete with respect to a discrete

valuation, o its ring of integers and p the unique maximal ideal in o. Assume

that 2 is a unit in o. Let F be a finite dimensional nonsingular quadratic space

over F and M an o-lattice on V. The structure of the orthogonal groups 0(V)

and 0(M) have been studied by many authors. By structure, we mean here

primarily a classification of the normal subgroups.

In particular, Klingenberg [5] considered the case where M is an isotropic

unimodular lattice with rank at least three (and o a local ring) and obtained a

classification in terms of congruence subgroups. Riehm [10] generalized this to

lattices M where each modular Jordan component is isotropic with rank at

least three, introducing the concept of a tableau, a matrix of ideals, to define

the more general congruence subgroups necessary for the classification. This

local information is also relevant to the study of orthogonal groups of forms

over rings of algebraic integers.

In another direction, if V is anisotropic and M is a maximal lattice on V,

then 0(V) = 0(M). If F is now a local field (and the dimension of F is 3 or

4), Pollak [8] and Johnson [4] classified the normal subgroups of the commu-

tator subgroup of 0(V) by means of conguence subgroups, utilizing results on

quaternion algebras. Later, Pollak [9] and Martin [6] studied the normal

subgroups in 0+(V) when F = R^A")) is the field of formal power series over

the real field R, using a combination of the above techniques. Again, Bröcker

[1] studied 0(V) over arbitrary complete discrete valuation rings by means of

a filter on the topological group 0(V). In this connection one should note that

the noncentral normal subgroups are open in the p-adic topology on 0(V).
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The main aim in the present paper is to extend Riehm's classification by

dropping the restrictions on the modular Jordan components of M. At the

same time, the method employed here is applicable to anisotropic spaces and

connections with the work of Pollak et al.will be indicated at the appropriate

points. Some of the ideas used here have already appeared in an earlier work

of the author [3].

In the first part of this paper we introduce two families of congruence

subgroups 0(f) and £(f), defined with the help of a family of ideals f = {a,-,}

satisfying certain restrictions determined by the scales of the Jordan compo-

nents of M. The family f is similar, but more general, to the tableau used by

Riehm. Generators for 0(f) and £(f) are given, and the quotient group

0(f)/£(f) determined. The results at this point are for arbitrary residue class

fields.

Then, assuming that the residue class field is finite, it is shown that any open

normal subgroup 9? of 0(M) satisfies

£(f) c ft c /(f)O(f)

for a suitable unique family of ideals f (provided, if £ is not a completion of

the field of rational numbers, at most one Jordan component of M has rank

one, for otherwise exceptional behavior occurs). Here /(f) is a finite abelian

group of exponent two; moreover, for all but a finite number of f, /(f) is the

center of 0(M). This reduces the classification of normal subgroups to the

study of the quotient groups 0(f)/£(f). These groups are direct products of

quotient congruence groups defined on the modular Jordan components of M.

Thus the classification has been reduced to the modular case and so depends

primarily on the ranks of the Jordan components of M (in particular, whether

this rank is 1, 2 or > 3). In special cases very tight results are available. An

example illustrating the exceptional behavior mentioned above is also given.

Our notation and terminology follows that in O'Meara [7] and, aside from

this reference, the presentation here is essentially self-contained.

2. Congruence subgroups. Let o be the ring of integers in a field F complete

with respect to a discrete valuation. The unique maximal ideal in o will be

denoted by p and we assume that the characteristic of the residue class field

o/p is not two; further restrictions on this residue class field will be imposed

later. Let F be a regular finite dimensional quadratic space over F and M a

lattice on V with a Jordan decomposition

M - Mx ± M2 ± • • • ± Mh

where each Mi is a modular lattice with scale § M¡ = e¡ = pe', 1 < i < h, and

the M¡ are ordered so that §, D ê2 D • • • D äh. It is assumed, henceforth, that
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A > 2, although much of the following allows A to be one.

If a: V -» F denotes the quadratic form on V, the orthogonal group of V is

0(V) = {<J> G GL(V)\q(<p(x)) = q(x) for all x G V)

and the orthogonal group of M is

0(M) = [<p E 0(V)\<p(M) = M).

Both the groups 0(V) and 0(M) are topological groups inheriting a p-adic

topology from the topology on F. Our object is to classify the (open) normal

subgroups in 0(M).

Let C(V) be the Clifford algebra of the quadratic space V obtained by

factoring out in the tensor algebra of V the ideal generated by elements of the

form r ® r — q(r)\ with r in V. Identify V with the natural isomorphic image

in C(V) and use ® for the multiplication in the Clifford algebra. Then

r®s + s®r = B(r,s)\

where

B(r,s) = q(r + s) - q(r) - q(s)

is the symmetric bilinear form associated with a. We will find it very helpful

to view many of our isometries as inner automorphisms of the Clifford algebra.

In particular, relations between isometries are often most easily established by

a suitable multiplication in the algebra.

Take r and s in F with B(r, s) = 0. Then

(1 + r ® s) ® (1 + s ® r) = 1 + q(r)q(s).

If 1 + q(r)q(s) is not zero, we define an isometry E(r,s) on V by the inner

automorphism

E(r,s)(x) = (l + r®s)®x®(l+r® s)~X

= x + (1 + q(r)q(s))~\B(x,s - q(s)r)r - B(x,r + q(r)s)s)

for x in V. If q(r) = 0, d j isometry reduces to the Eichler-Siegel transforma-

tion

E(r,s)(x) = x - B(x,r)s + B(x,s)r - q(s)B(x,r)r.

The isometry E(r, s) has properties sufficiently similar to the Eichler-Siegel

transformation for us to duplicate many arguments from the isotropic

situation. Thus, it is easily seen for any 9 in 0(V),
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0E(r,s)9~x = E(9(r),0(s)).

Also,

E(r,s)~   = E(r,-s) = E(s,r)

and, for a in £,

£(ar,j) = E(r,as).

Denote by 0(M¡), 1 < i < A, the subgroup of 0(A/) consisting of those

isometries which act identically on the orthogonal complement M?~ of M¡ in

A/. For an ideal o in o, define 0(aM¡) to be the subgroup of those cp in 0(M¡)

for which

<p(x) = x mod aM¡

for all x in A^.

Let oro1 denote a normalized valuation on £. Since the characteristic of o/p

is not two, each modular component M¡, 1 < / < h, has an integral orthogo-

nal basis.

Lemma 2.1. £/x / and let xx, ...,xn be an orthogonal basis for M¡. If

n = rank Mi: > 2 and a is an ideal in p, then the group O(oM) is generated by

isometries of the form E(xj,yj) where each y¡ is in a§,~ M¡ and B(xj,yk)

= Ofor 1 <j < k < «- 1.

Proof. Take <p in 0(aM¡) and let

^(xj) = axj + y = xx    mod aA^-

where £(x,,.y) = 0. Then a = 1 mod a and 7 G aM¡. Choose ß in £such

that a + ßq(y) = 1. Since q(cp(xx)) = <7(x,), it follows that ß(l + a)q(xx)

= 1, so that ord ß — -e¡ and ßy G aè^x M¡. A short calculation shows that

E(xx,ßy)cp(xx) = xx. Note also that E(xx,ßy) is in O(aAí^). The proof can

now be completed by induction on the rank of M¡.

For any fractional ideal r, define

A/(r) = {x G M\B(x,M) S r).

A/(r) is a lattice on V, invariant as a set under the action of 0(M ). Moreover,

if ^ 2 r2, then

M(r,) 3 A/(r2)

and

rf1 A/(r,) S rj1 A/(r2).

In particular, for 1 < / < h, we have
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M(a¡) = (§,■: §,)M, J. • • • J. (8,-: S,-_l)M-l ±M¡1--- ±Mh

where the §,- are the scales of the M¡ and (a: b) denotes the quotient fractional

ideal ab-1. In comparing our results with Riehm [10], however, one should

note that he takes (a: b) to be the quotient integral ideal in the ring theoretic

sense, so that (a: b) = o whenever b g a.

We also need the dual lattice MÄ of M. Here

M% = [x G V\B(x,M) g 0} = êf1 Mx _L • • • J. e¡"' Mh.

Moreover, for 1 < / < A,

8,_1Af(§,) £ M*.

For any ideal a g p and for 1 < / <y < A, define £¿,-(0) to be the

subgroup of 0(M) generated by isometries of the form E(r,s) where r is in

aêf1 M(e¡), s is in Af(ây) and B(r,s) = 0. If / ¥= j, then a = 0 is also allowed

in the definition. The ¿^(0) are clearly normal subgroups in O(M). Note that

such an E(r,s) is an isometry in O(M) since 1 + q(r)q(s) is a unit,

B(M,s - q(s)r)r g aSjtf1 M(e¡) g aM(êj)

and

£(M,r + a(r)s)s g aM^).

Lemma 2.2. For 1 < 1 < y < k < A,

£yJfc((S,-: s,-)a) S £» g £,Ä(a)

a«a"

£^((8*: S,)a) £ £» g £¡,-(0)

/or /Aose iaVa/s a wAert? iAe groups are defined.

Proof. These inclusions follow from

(«,: ê,)^-1 M(ê7.) g «r'ilfC«,) g â:'M(^)

and

(**:*,)*/(«,) £M(èk) QM(èj)

respectively.
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Lemma 2.3. For 1 < /' <y < h and any ideal a £ o,

0(a(èy. ê,.)A/,.) g Ey(a) and 0(a(èy. S,)Mj) Q Ey(a).

Proof. These follow from

0(0(3,: s.) M.) £ £>(§,: i,)) Q £..(a)

and

0(a(êy. »t)Mj) g £>(«,-: i,)) Q Eg(a)

using Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2.

Definition. A semitableau f = {a¡j} (for M) is a family of ideals o.y, I < /'

< j < A, in o that satisfy the relations

(§,-: i,)oÄ g a,* g aik

and

(**:*>Ä S ay g aÄ

forl <i<j<k<h.

If f = {a«} is a semitableau, define

£(f) =   n   fyOty).
l<i<j<h    J    J

£(f) is clearly a normal subgroup of 0(M). The relations in the definition

of a semitableau ensure that the subgroups implicitly present in £(f) by

Lemma 2.2, explicitly occur in the product defining £(f). Conversely, for a

product of subgroups Eddy) of this type with the ideals a¡¡ chosen maximally,

the family f = {a¡¡} is a semitableau.

Example 2.4. Fix indices g < k and an ideal a. Define

a for / < g < k < j,

(Zk: Sy)a for i < g and y < A:,

(§,-: ê )a for g < i and k < y,

(8*8,: 8,8Ä)a forg<i<y<*.

û(/ =

Then f = {a,,} is a semitableau and since, from Lemma 2.2, Ey(üy) g Egk(á)

for 1 < / <j < A, it follows '. » £(f) = £g¿(a).
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If f = (a.) is a semitableau, define the congruence subgroup 0(f) to be the

set of all isometries <p in 0(M) such that for all 1 < g < k < A and for all x

in M(&k),

<p(x) m x modagk(èk: §g)(âgM* + M).

Clearly, each 0(f) is a normal subgroup of 0(M ).

Lemma 2.5. For any semitableau f,

£(f) g 0(f).

Proof. Let f = {a¡j} and cp = IÏ,-< ,• <P// be an isometry in £(f ) where cp¡j is

in E¡j(a¡j). Here «p^ is a product of isometries of the form E(r,s) with r in

a¡j%Jx M(%¡) and s in M(eß. For x in M(ëk), we have B(x,s - q(s)r)r and

B(x, r + q(r)s)s are in

B(M(ak),M(èJ))aijê-xM(êi)   and   B(M(èk),M(èi))aijèJx M(^),

respectively. It follows that

<p¡j(x) = x mod A

where

N = a^dh n »j)M(»,) + (&k n &¡)M(&j)).

Obviously, N depends on the choice of /', j and k. Note that

ègM* + M = Mx ± ■ • • ± Mg ± (ßg: èg+x)Mg+x 1 ■ ■ ■ _L (èg: èh)Mn

is invariant under the action of 0(M). To complete the proof it is enough to

verify that

N i agk(êk: èg)(êgM* + M).

Case 1. Assume that / < g and y < k. Then

N = û^: èi)M(è,)

S, <^t(ßki »g)(»gM* + M),

using the restrictions on the ideals a¡¡.

Case 2. Assume that g < / < _/ < k. Then
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N - av{»k: »,)M(»¡)

g agk(èk: èg)èg(§-xM(e¡))

£ agk(h-- %)(%M* + M).

Case 3. Assume that / < g < k < y. Then

/V = ûi/.ê-1(8;A/(ê,.) + 8*A/(8;))

£ ciyiBj: »,)(M + âftA/«)

£ ag*(8¿: 8g)(8gM* + A/).

Case 4. Assume that g < / and A: < y. Then

A = aySÏ1 (8,3/(8,) + (èk n 8f)A/(8,))

g û^-M*

gaÄ,(8*:8g)(8gA/« + A/).

Thus, in all cases, the congruences defining 0(f) are satisfied by all

isometries in £(f).

Definition. Let f = {ay} be a semitableau. For 1 < k < h, define

°* = ak-\k n akk+l

and

ck = ak-lk(êk: h-\) + akk + l(êk + \: %)'

where we use the convention that any term involving the subscripts 0 or h + 1

is omitted. Thus b, = ax2 and oh = ah_Xn. From the restrictions on a semita-

bleau, it follows that ck Q bk.

Lemma 2.6. Let f = (ay) be a semitableau. Then, for 1 < / < h,

o(\m,) g o(f).

Proof. We must show that isometries in 0(b¡M¡) satisfy the congruences

defining 0(f). There are three cases.

Case 1. Assume that g < k < i. Then M¡ is an orthogonal summand of

M(Sk) and

b,M, g agiMi £ agk(êk: %t)Mt Q agk(èk: 8g)(8gA/» + M).
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It follows that the congruence defining 0(b¡M/) implies the congruences for

0(f).
Case 2. Let g < / < k. Then M¡ n M(êk) = (èk: e¡)M¡ and

(h--*ihMi^(h--*i)aii+iMi

S agkih- W

£ agk(Zk: Zg)(ZgM* + M),

so that the required congruence follows.

Case 3. Let i < g < k. Again M¡ n M(êk) = (èk : %¡)M¡ and

(8*: e,)b,JW¡. g 0^(8*: 8Ä)(SÄA/* + M)

by a modification of the argument in Case 2, and the necessary congruences

follow immediately.

Theorem 2.7. Let f = {a,-,} be a semitableau. Then

0(f) = £(f) TI 0(bkMk).
k=\

Proof. We have already established that the right hand group is contained

in 0(f). For the converse we generalize the argument of Lemma 2.1. Take <p in

0(f). For an element x in an orthogonal basis of Mh, let

A
«pW = 2 z¡

i=l

where z¡ E M¡,\ < i < A. Since B(x,M) g §A, it follows that z,- is in

(8A: ê^A/j-. In particular, for / # A,

ord q(z¡) > 2(eh - e¡) + <?, > eh.

By Hensel's lemma there exists /?,- in F with ord ßt = -eA such that

ß2q(zh)q(Zi) + 2ßi<l(Zh)= 1-

The component of E(zh,ßizi)cp(x) in Af( is now zero (for i # A). Here

E(zh,ßjZj) lies in Eih(aih) since zA is in A/(êA) and, taking g = / and k — hin

the congruences defining 0(f), we find that ßizi is in q/a 8,"1 Af,. Thus, changing

<p by isometries from £(f), we can assume <p(x) = zA is in Mh.

Since <p is an isometry, q(x) = a(zA) and, from the congruences defining

0(f),
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x = zh   mod ah_XhMh.

As in the proof of Lemma 2.1, there now exists an isometry in 0(hhMh)

sending zh into x. Thus, using isometries in £(f) and 0(bhMh), we can change

<p into an isometry acting identically on Mh. Proceeding in this manner, the

proof is easily completed.

Remark 2.8. It follows from the proof of Theorem 2.7 that 0(f) is generated

by isometries of the form £(x, y) where x G M and y G o,, 8~ ' M¡ for 1 < /

<y < h, together with isometries in 0(bkMk), 1 < k < h.

Theorem 2.9. Let f = [ay] be a semitableau. Then £(f) is the set of those

isometries cp in 0(f) which satisfy the congruences

cp(x) m xmod(ak_Xk(èk: èk_x)M + akk+xèk+xA/ft)

for ail x in M(êk), 1 < k < h.

Proof. We show first that any <p in £(f) satisfies the above congruences.

Recall from Lemma 2.5 that any cpy in Ey(a¡) satisfies

cpy(x) = xmodA

for all x in M(èk), where

A = aye~x((ek n tj)M(»,) + (8* n 8,)Af(8,)).

Case 1. Let /' <y < k. Then

N = ay(êk: 8,.)A/(8() g aik(äk: 8,.)A/ g ùk.lk(êk: èk_x)M.

Case 2. Let i <k < y. Then

A = 0^(8,: 8,.)A/(8,.) + ay(»k: 8,.)A/(8,)

g Qtf(8,:8,.)A/ + akk+xèk+x(^xM%))

£ <*k-\k(h- h-\)M + *kk+\h+iM^-

Case 3. Let k < / < j. Then

A = ayMty) g akjZjM* g 0^+,&k+l A/*.

The congruences in the statement of the theorem now follow immediately.

To prove, conversely, that any isometry in 0(f) satisfying these congruences is

in £(f), it suffices by the previous theorem to study isometries in 0(Mk), 1 < k

< h. But for c in 0(Mk) satisfying these congruences, we have
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<p(x) = x   mod ck Mk

for all x in Mk. Since by Lemma 2.3,

Oiak-lk(h- h-x)Mk) S Ek.Xk(ak_Xk) g £(f)

and

<X*kk+l(*k+l''*k)Mk) S Ekk+X(akk+X) g £(f),

it follows that all such isometries are in £(f).

Theorem 2.10. Let f = [a¡j) be a semitableau. Then

0(f) _   *   GjokMk)

£(f)*= *Xii 0(tkMky

Proof. The theorem follows from the two previous theorems and their

proofs.

Theorem 2.11. Let f = [a¡j] be a semitableau. Then £(f) is generated by

isometries of the form

E(u, v)E(x,y)E(u, v)

where u, x G Mj, y E a¡je~x M¡ and v G S"1 M¡, 1 < / < j < A.

Proof. By Remark 2.8 and Theorem 2.10, it suffices to show that the

subgroups 0(ck Mk) are generated by the given isometries for those k for which

the rank of Mk is at least two. From the definition of ck, it is enough to verify

that both 0(ak_]k(êk: ê>k_x)Mk) and 0(akk+x($k+x : èk)Mk) are generated by

the given isometries. We prove the result for the first group; a slight

modification of the argument will handle the second group.

Takez in §>klxMk_x, r in Mk, s in ak_XkMk with B(r,s) = 0, and let / in Mk

be determined by the equation

(1 + q(z)q(r))t + 2q(z)s ® r ® t = (1 - q(z)q(r))s.

Then t is in o.k_xkMk,

q(t)(\ + q(z)q(r) + 2q(z)s ® r) = (1 - q(z)q(r))s ® /

and

(1 + z ® r) ® (1 + z ® s) ® (1 - z ® r) ® (1 - z ® t)

= (1 + q(z)q(t))(\ + q(z)q(r) + 2q(z)s ® r).

It follows that
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E(z,r)E(z,s)E(z,r) XE(z,-t) = E(ßs,r)

where ß = 2q(z)(\ + q(z)q(r))~ is an element in êk[x. The result now

follows immediately from Lemma 2.1. For the other case, take z in èk ' Mk+X ;

the rest of the proof is similar.

Remark 2.12. To conclude this section we compare Riehm's tableau with

our semitableau. A tableau [10, p. 554] t = {a,-,} is a family of ideals

Qy, 1 < i,j < h, satisfying various conditions. In particular, 8(-g-; = êjQy, so

that only the Qy with i < y make an essential contribution. Other conditions

force the subset (gjz <y'} to coincide with our semitableau. Thus only the

ideals gj7, 1 < i < h, make a new contribution. The remaining conditions on

the tableau force cf g g(7 g b¡ for 1 < / < h, where the ideals b, and c,- are as

we defined for a semitableau. This indicates why Riehm's classification using

tableaux cannot be extended if there are Jordan components of rank 1 or 2. If

rank M¡ = 1, there are too many ideals g(7, since the group 0(M¡) has only two

elements; while, if rank M¡ = 2, the ideals g,7 are not enough to describe all

the normal subgroups in 0(b;A/;)/0(c(A/(). However, for rank M¡ > 3, the

normal subgroups in 0(M¡) are essentially congruence subgroups and there-

fore correspond to the gi7.

3. Open normal subgroups. We now study the open normal subgroups of

0(M) when the reside class field of F is finite, of characteristic p say, and has

at least five elements. Assume also, since otherwise the result is well known [5],

that dim V > 3 and that M has at least two Jordan components. It can be

shown that any noncentral normal subgroup in 0(M) is open in the p-adic

topology. For example, if V is isotropic, the argument in [2] can be modified

(and greatly simplified) to show that every noncentral normal subgroup in

O(Af) contains a nontrivial congruence subgroup and consequently is open.

Again, the methods of this paper can be used to establish the result, but we

shall not include a proof. See also Riehm [11] for a very general result in this

direction.

Let %, 1 < / < h — 1, be the isometry defined by the conditions ^¡(x)

= x for x G Mk with k < i, and ^(x) = -x for x E Mk with k > i. For a

semitableau f = {a,,}, let /(f) be the subgroup of isometries generated by -/

and those % for which o/7+1 = o. Then /(f) is a finite abelian group with

exponent two. Moreover, for almost all semitableaux, /(f) = {±/}. In gener-

al, card/(f) < 2h.

This section will be devoted to proving the following result.

Main Theorem. Let F be a local field with a residue class field of at least 5

elements. If F is not a p-adic number field (p a rational prime), assume that there

is at most one Jordan component of M with rank 1. Then any open normal

subgroup 9? of 0(M) satisfies
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£(f) g 9? g 7(f)0(í)

for a suitable unique semitableau f.

The proof will be broken into parts. We start by constructing f. For each /,

j with 1 < / </ < A, let a¡j be an ideal maximal such that E¡j(a¡j) is in 9c.

Since 91 is open and hence contains a congruence subgroup, o« # 0. It follows

from Lemma 2.2 and the maximality of the a¡, that f = {a,-,} is a semitableau.

Clearly,

£(0 - II Ey(a¡j) g 9c.

The difficult part is to establish that 9Î g 7(f )0(f). However, it is easily seen

that f is unique for a given 9c. For suppose there also exists f = {a'¡j} with

£(f) g 9Î g 7(f')0(f)

and that a'gk g agk for some g < k. Take r in agkê~x Mg and s, x in Mk with

ord 5(x, s) = ek. Then

£(r,i) G £g¿(V) g £(f) g 9c g 7(f')0(f),

but since

E(r,s)(x) = x + (1 + a(r)a(s))_I£(x,s)(r - q(r)s),

±E(r,s) does not satisfy the (g, ^-congruence in the definition of 0(¡').

Now fix an open normal subgroup 9c of O(M) and let f = {a-.} be the

semitableau constructed above. Thus £(f) g 9c. The rest of this section is

devoted to proving 9c g 7(f)0(f).

Lemma 3.1. Let E(x,t)q E 9? where (p,q) = 1 and q(x)q(t) E p. Then

E(x, t) is in 9c.

Proof. For P = pd and d large, choose positive integers c and m such that

qm- cP = 1. Since E(x,t)qm is in 9c, it is enough to prove that E(x,t)P is in

9c. From the identity

(1 + x ® /)" = 1 + nx ® t - ("\(x)q(t) - ("3\q(x)q(t)x ® / + • • •

for a positive integer «, it is easily seen that E(x,t)" = E(x,vt) with v

= « mod p. It follows, for a" large, that E(x, t) can be taken arbitrarily close

to the identity map, and hence lies in the open subgroup 9Î.

Lemma 3.2. Let Mh = ox ± N for some x in Mh. Then any isometry <p in

0(M) can be expressed as
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<p = 9E(x,tl)---E(x,th_l)if,

where 0 is in 0(Mft), t, G 8,"1 M¡, 1 < i < h - 1, and ty is in 0(M) with ̂ (x)

= x. Moreover, if cp is in SSI, then 0$ and all the E(x, t¡) are in SSI.

Proof. The first part follows as in the proof of Theorem 2.7. Let <p(x)

= 2,=i *i where z¡ E M¡, 1 < / < h. As in Theorem 2.7, choose /?, such that

in E(zh,ßxzx)cp(x) the Mx component is zero. Proceeding in this manner,

choose the ßt such that

E(zh,ßh-\Zh-i)- ■ ■ E(zh,ßxzx)cp(x) = ezh

where e is a unit in o. Here ßizi E ê~x M¡, 1 < i < h — 1. Since q(x)

= q(ezh), there exists 0 in 0(Mh) such that 9(x) = ezÄ. Let /,- = —e~xßjzj and

^ = 0~] E(zh,ßn_xzh_x)- - - E(zh,ßxzx)cp

= E(x,-th_x)---E(x,-tx)0-Xcp.

Then ^(x) = x and the given decomposition of cp follows.

Now assume <p is in 9?. Let ^(x) denote the symmetry about x. Then the

commutator

[cp, ¥(*)] = 0£(x, /,)••• £(x, th_x)E(x, th_x)--- E(x, tx )¥(*)*-' *(*)

is also in 9Î. If ~4-i denotes the negative identity mapping in 0(Mh_x), then

[[(P,^(x)],-/a_1] = t£(x,í/i_1)V1

is in SSI where t = ö£(x,?,) • • -£(x,th_2). It follows that E(x,tn_x) , and

hence also £(x, tn_x), is in SSI. The rest of the proof is clear.

Lemma 3.3. Let E(x, u) and E(x, v) be in SSI with q(x)q(u),

q(x)q(v) and q(x)B(u, v) in p. Define w by

w — u — v = <7(x)w ® u ® v.

Then, if E(x, w) is an integral isometry, it is in SSI.

Proof. Because of the conditions on x, u and v, the equation

w ® (1 - #(x)w ® v) = u + v

can be solved for w after multiplying on the right by 1 — q(x)v ® u. Moreover,

B(x, w) = 0. Multiplying the equation for w on the right by v gives

w ® v — u ® v = q(v)(l + q(x)w ® u).

Hence
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(1 - x ® w) ® (1 + x ® u) ® (1 + x ® i/) = (1 + a(jc)a(t>))(l + q(x)w ® m)

and consequently

E(x, u)E(x,v) = E(x,w)0

is in 9c, where 0 is the isometry induced by an inner automorphism with

1 + q(x)w ® u. In particular, 6(x) — x. After conjugating by ^(x), it follows

that E(x, w) , and hence also E(x, w), is in 9?.

Remark 3.4. The next sequence of arguments will show for each £(*,/,)

constructed from <p E 9Î in Lemma 3.2, there exists a semitableau, f, say, such

that E(x, t¡) E £(f() g 9c. Then, to complete the proof of the main theorem,

by repeated application of Lemma 3.2, it is enough to show only those <p in 9Î

of the form <p = 0X • • • 9h with 0, in 0(M¡), 1 < i < A, are in 7(f)0(f). This
final step will then easily follow.

Definition. Let L be a modular orthogonal summand of M with scale

SL = S and let x E V with B(x,L) = 0 be such that E(x,y) is an isometry in

0(M) for all y in L. For an ideal b # 0 in o, define S(x, bL) to be the set of

all r in bL such that E(x, r) is in 9Î.

Starting from E(x, t) in 9c, by studying the size of S(x,bL) and using

Theorem 2.11, we will be able to prove Remark 3.4. The sets S(x, bL) have the

following properties.

(a) There exists an ideal a # 0 such that aL g S(x,bL).

Proof. Since 9Î is open, it contains a nontrivial congruence subgroup and

hence all E(x,r) E 9c for r G aL, provided a is sufficiently small.

(b) 6(S(x,bL)) = S(x,bL)for all0 in 0(L).
Proof. Conjugate E(x, r) in 9c by 9 in 0(L).

(c) IfuE S(x,bL) and v E S(x, beL) for ideals b andc in o, then there exists

w in S(x,bL) such that w = u + v mod q(x)èb cL, providedq(x)ê>b c g p.

Proof. The result follows immediately for the w E bL in Lemma 3.3.

(d) Let F be the field of p-adic numbers (p ¥= 3 a rational prime). If t is in

S(x,bL) andq(x)q(t) E p, then or g S(x,bL).
Proof. It is easily verified, with the help of the identity in the proof of

Lemma 3.1, that the cyclic subgroup generated by E(x, t) in the closed group

9c is dense in the subgroup [E(x,at)\a G o} of 0(M), provided q(x)q(t) E p.

(e) Let rank L > 2 and pbL g S(x,bL). Then, ifq(x)èb2 g p,

S(x,bL) = bL.

Proof. By hypothesis, there exists E(x, s) in 9c with s in bL, but not in pbL.

Let or be an orthogonal summand of L. By (b), ^(r)(s) is in S(x,bL), where

y(r) is the symmetry about r. Using (c), there now exists w in S(x, bL) with
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w = s - ¥(r)(s) ae q(r) x B(r,s)r   mod pbL.

Since pbL g S(x,bL), it follows by repeated use of (c) that q(r)~1'

B(r,s)r is in S(x,bL).

If b- s is not an orthogonal summand of L, choose the r above such that

q(r) B(r,s) generates b, and replace s by q(r)~ B(r,s)r. We therefore assume

b~xs splits L.

Fix a generator ß of b. Let t be a primitive element of L orthogonal to s such

that r = ß~xs + t generates an orthogonal summand of L. As above,

q(r)~ B(r,s)r is in S(x,bL). Replacing t by —t and subtracting gives

2q(r)~X B(r,s)t is in S(x,bL). The coefficient 2q(r)~X B(r,s), or 4ßq(ß~xs)q(r)~l,

generates the ideal b. Now count the possible coefficients of

t in b modulo pb that can be obtained by this method. Replacing t by scalar

multiples of t, we find there are enough distinct coefficients modulo pb to

generate b/pb as an additive abelian group. Since pbL g S(x,bL), it now

follows from (c) that bt Ç S(x, bL). This is easily extended to bL g S(x, bL).

The converse inclusion is obvious.

Remark 3.5. (e) above is very important for the proof of the main theorem.

The counting argument uses 5 < card o/p < oo. For most residue class fields,

for example if o/p is any local or global field, (e) is false, and the main theorem

does not hold as stated. However, if o/p is the field of real numbers, the

coefficients of / in the above proof will include an euclidean neighborhood of

zero (in b/pb ss R) and this is enough to generate b/pb as an additive group.

This would enable us to also handle the case studied by Pollak [9] and Martin

[6], since it is not difficult to circumvent the other places we have used

properties of o/p.

(f) Let rank L > 2 and s E S(x,bL) buts G pb£. Then bL = S(x,bL),

provided q(x)èb2 Q p.

Proof. First, as in (e), we may assume b~xs is an orthogonal summand of

L. From (a), (e) and induction, it suffices to prove there exists £(x, y) in SSI

where (pb)~ y is an orthogonal summand of L. Choose t in L such that o/ is

an orthogonal summand of L and q(t)~ B(s,t) generates the ideal pb. As in

Lemma 3.3, defines by the condition E(x,y)E(x,s)E(x,-¥(t)(s)) is in 0(L).

Then, as in (c),

y = -q(t)~xB(s,t)t   mod p2bL,

provided q(x)èb2 Q p. This completes the proof since £(x, y) is in 9?.

We establish now the result mentioned in Remark 3.4 using these properties

of S(x, bL) by taking L to be the appropriate M¡ or 8, Mi. By assumption, all

but at most one M¡ has rank at least two, except when £ is a />-adic number

field. In the exceptional case, (d) can be used instead of (f).
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Lemma 3.6. Assume the hypothesis of the main theorem. Let E(x, t) be in 9c

where ox is an orthogonal summand of Mk and t G ê~ M for some g < k. Then

there exists a semitableau f* smcA that E(x,t) G £(f*) g 9Î.

Proof. Let a be the ideal for which / is primitive in aêj1 M and f* = {a*}

the semitableau in Example 2.4 for the ideal a and indices g, k. By Theorem

2.11 and (f) (or (d)), to complete the proof it suffices to show for each / <_/

that 9Î contains an isometry of the form E(xj,t¡) where t¡ and Xj are primitive

in a*e~xM¡ and Mj, respectively. We already have the case / = g,j = k and

may, therefore, also assume cT'/is an orthogonal summand of 8J ' M' .

We establish now the case i < g and j = k. The method is then easily

adapted to the other cases. Let v be primitive in aë,"1 M¡. Then the symmetry

^(r + v) is an integral isometry which maps / into an element of the form

u = e/ + e'v in oêj1 M(êg) with e and e' units. Consequently, both E(x,et) and

E(x, u) are in 9Î. Now, by Lemma 3.3, E(x, s) is in 9Î where s — et + u

= —eq(x)s ® / ® u. Simplifying, we find s = f v + Xt where f is a unit and

À G eke¡ .It is not difficult to find an integral isometry in 0(M¡ _L M ) which

sends s into t\v, tj a unit. Thus E(x,r¡v) is in 9?, constructing the required

isometry with t¡ = i\v. This completes the proof.

Lemma 3.7. Let xx,..., xn be an orthogonal basis of the èk-modular lattice Mk.

Then any isometry 9 in 0(Mk) can be expressed in the form

0 = E(xx,tx)---E(xn_x,t„_x)x

where t¡ is in êk  Mk with B(x¡,tj) = Ofor 1 < / </ < n — 1, and x « on

isometry which fixes the basis elements except for sign.

Proof. Assume rank Mk > 2, for otherwise the result is trivial. Let 9(xx )

— axx + z where B(xx,z) = 0. Since q(axx + z) = q(xx), the equation

ß2q(xx)q(z) + 2aßq(xx)= 1

has roots ß = q(z)   (—a ± 1) = q(xx)~ (a ± l)~ . For at least one choice of

sign, a ± 1 is a unit. Then

l+q(xx)q(ßz) = 2(\±a)-1

is also a unit, so that E(xx,ßz) is a well-defined isometry in 0(Mk). Moreover,

E(xx,ßz)9(xx) = ±xx. Repeating this argument on the orthogonal comple-

ment of oxx, we can reduce 9 to an isometry x in O(Af^) where x(x¡) = ±*/>

1 < / < «.

Proof of main theorem. We have already constructed £(f ) g 9c. Now, for

<p in 9c, we must prove <p is in 7(f)0(f). By Lemmas 3.2 and 3.6 and Remark

3.4, it suffices to consider only q> of the form
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<P = 0l92---9h

with 0k in 0(Mk), 1 < k < h.

If f = [ûy] and bk = ak_Xk f) akk+x, we show first that ±0k is in 0(bkMk),

1 < A: < h, for at least one choice of sign. This is obviously true if bk = o or

rank A/* = 1. Fix k and, assuming b¿ g p and rank Mk > 2, let

0* = £(*i>'i) •••£(*„-i>'„-i)x*

with x¡, t¡ and x¿ as in Lemma 3.7. Then the commutator

T = [cpMxx)] = [0kMxx)] = E(xx,tx)2

is in SSI. Let the ideal b be minimal such that £(xj,f|) is in 0(bMk). Then t is

also in 0(bMk), but not in 0(pbMk). Choose r in Mk such that r(r) - r is in

bMk, but not in $bMk. We next show that b g ak_Xk (if A: > 2). Take z in

8*1, A4_[ with ord q(z) = -efc_j. Then

[£(z,r),T] = £(z,r)£(z,-T(r))

is in SSI. As in Lemma 3.3, we obtain from this an isometry E(z, y) in SSI where

y ® (1 + q(z)r ® r(r)) = r - r(r). Hence .y G bA/¿, but.y G pbA/A. As in

Lemma 3.6, E(z,y) G Ek_Xk(b) g SSI and hence b g ak_xk. Similarly, b

g a^+1, so that b g b¿. Thus £(x,,r,) is in 0(bfcA/¿). Since E(xx,tx) is in

9?, by Lemma 3.1, E(xx,tx) is also in SSI. Proceeding in this manner shows that

0kXk is in 0(bkMk). Since bk Q p and 0k is independent of the choice of the

basis, we must have x* = — Ik > where Ik denotes the identity mapping on Mk.

We now have Xi '"Xh'P G 0(0 and must show that Xi •"Xa g ^(0-

Suppose x¡ = I, for I < t < k, but x*+i = ~ 4+1 • ̂  follows in this case that

akk+x = 0. For if bk + bk+x g akk+x g p, let r and s be primitive in

êk  Mk and A/^+j, respectively. Then

a = [£M,<p] = E(r,s)E(0k(r),-0k+x(s))

is in 9Î and, since 0k(r) = r mod bk Mk and -ÖÄ+1 (s) = s mod bÄ+1 Mk+X, a is

approximately E(r,s) . Thus 0^+, must be 0 so that \ is in /(f). It is now

clear how to complete the proof.

Remark 3.8. We comment now on Theorem 6.5 of Bröcker [1], In [1] the

residue class field is arbitrary but V is an anisotropic space. Thus 0(V)

= 0(M), where M is a maximal lattice on V. Hence M is either modular, or

has two Jordan components with 82 = P8,. Now our semitableau f = (a)

becomes a single ideal. Let a = pk and Ok be as defined in [1]. Comparing the

definitions, we find O(o) = 02k and E(a) = 02k+x. Theorem 6.5 in [1] states:

after projecting out {±/}, every normal subgroup in 0(V) satisfies POk+x g SSI
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g POk for some integer k. Our result, which uses properties of the finite

residue class field (or the real field if we were treating R^A1]] as in [6], [9]), is

therefore sharper, since it forces k to be even. In the general case k need not

be even.

4. Classification of normal subgroups. In this final section we study the

normal subgroups between £(f) and 7(f)0(f). The exceptional behavior that

occurs when there are more than one modular Jordan components of rank

one, and F is not a />-adic number field, is also illustrated.

Lemma 4.1. Let r E %JX M¡ and s G Mj where 1 < / <y < h. Then, for any

ideal b and 1 < k < A,

[E(r,s),0(bMk)\ £ E^b).

Furthermore, for any semitableau f,

[£(r,s),0(f)] g £(f).

Proof. The first part is trivial unless k equals / or j. Assume k = /'; the

other case is similar. Let 9 G 0(bM¡) and 9(r) = r + t where / is in bè~x M¡.

Then

[E(r,s),9] = E(r,s)E(r + t,-s).

We now work in the Clifford algebra. Consider

r=(l+r®s)®(l-(r + i)®s) = f-f®s + q(s)r ® /

where f is the unit 1 + q(r)q(s). Take X in 8- such that

Att + a(s)5(r,/)) + a(s) = 0.

Then the Clifford element

(1+Xr®i)®r=£- Xq(r)q(s)q(t) - (t + Xq(t)r) ® s

induces an isoi ..try in Etj(b) since / + Xq(t)r is in bèjx M¡. The inclusion now

follows since \+Xr®t induces an isometry in the group 0((§-: e¡)bM¡),

which is contained in EJb) by Lemma 2.3.

For the remaining part of the lemma let f = [a¡A and bk = ak_Xk n ctu.+1.

By Theorem 2.7,

0(f) = £(f)0(b,A/1)---0(bAMA)

and it suffices to prove [E(r,s), 0(bkMk)] g £(f) for 1 < k < A. If k = i,
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[£M,o(b,A/;.)] g *„(&,) g Ev(aM) g Efo) g £(f).

The argument for k = y is similar. For other values of k the result is trivial.

This proves the lemma.

Lemma 4.2. Let r E Sj"1 A/, ana" s E M- where 1 < / <y < A. Then, for any

semitableau f,

[£M,/(f)] g £(f).

Proof. The result is trivial if /(f) = {±/}. Assume, therefore, f

= [üy] and a^+1 = o for some k. It suffices to consider / < k <y, since for

other values of A;, ̂fk and E(r, s) commute. Now

[E(r,s),%] = E(r,s)2 E Ey(o).

Since o = akk+x Q akj g tty g o, we have £,y(o) g £(f) and the result

follows.

Lemma 4.3. Let SSI be a normal subgroup of 0(M) with

£(f) g ssi g /(f)o(f)

for f = (ay). If cp = X0l ---0^ is in SSI where X e /(f), * 6 F(f) and

0¡ G 0(b(. A/;), 1 < í < A, then 0k is also in SSI, provided bk g p.

Proof. Since bk g p, it follows that det 0k — 1. If rank Mk = 1, then

necessarily ÖÄ = /¿ G 9Î. Now assume n = rank Mk > 2. Then as in Lemma

3.7,

h = E(xvh)---E(xn-\''n-\)

where    Xj,..., xn     is     an     orthogonal     basis     for     Mk,     and     t¡

G b^S^"1 Mk satisfy B(x¡,tj) = 0 for 1 < i <y < « - 1. Computing [<pi//-1,

^(x, )] G SSI, and observing that x and ^(x, ) commute, we find that £(x,, /, )

is in 9?. Since bk g p, it follows from Lemma 3.1 that £(x,,/!) is in SSI.

Similarly, all E(xi,ti) are in SSI. Hence 0k is in SSI.

Theorem 4.4. Let f = (ay) be a semitableau with bk = o^_,^ f~l o.j^+] in p

for 1 < k < h, and SSI be a subgroup of O(M) satisfying £(f) Q SSI Q /(f)O(f).
Then SSI is normal in 0(M ) if and only if

9c = /(9c)9c,---9cA£(f)

where I(SSl) = SSI n /(f) and the SStk = 9c n 0(Mk), 1 < k < h, are normal

subgroups of 0(Mk) satisfying
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0(ckMk)gSSlkQO(bkMk).

Proof. That such a subgroup is normal in 0(M) follows from Lemmas 4.1

and 4.2 and the fact (Lemma 3.2) that 0(M) is generated by the £(r, s) in these

two lemmas, together with the subgroups 0(Mk), 1 < k < A. Conversely, if 9c

is normal in 0(M), the given decomposition follows from Lemma 4.3 and

Theorem 2.10.

Remark 4.5. Theorem 4.4 completes the classification of normal subgroups

associated with a semitableau f having all bk g p, since the possible 9c¿ are

easily determined. Thus

(i) If rank Mk — 1, necessarily 9cA = {Ik}.

(ii) If rank Mk = 2, all subgroups of 0+(Mk) between

0(tkMk) and 0(bkMk) are normal in 0(Mk). The structure of the 2-dimen-

sional group 0+(Mk) is well known.

(iii) If rank Mk > 3, then 9c¿ is a congruence subgroup in 0(Mk). Thus

9c¿ = 0(bkMk) where ck g bk g bk. This is well known, e.g. [5]; it also

follows from (f) in §3, using the decomposition of 9k E 9c¿ as in Lemma 4.3.

If rank Mk > 3 for all k = 1, ..., A, then (iii) above leads quickly to the

classification given by Riehm [10], using Remark 2.12, although in [10] the

more general problem of classifying subgroups normalized by the commutator

subgroup of 0(M) is considered.

With a normal subgroup 9c satisfying £(f) g 9c g 7(f)0(f) for a semitab-

leau f having some bk = o, a splitting of 9Î into a product of subgroups as in

Theorem 4.4 is not always possible, although all such split subgroups are

normal in 0(M). This splitting is not possible for 0+(M) or the spinorial

kernel of 0(M). A detailed classification of normal subgroups for f with some

bks equal to o would be complex and we do not pursue it here (see also [10,

Theorem 7.7] for a special case).

Example 4.6. The following example illustrates the type of exceptional

behavior that occurs if there are more than one Jordan components with rank

one. Let o = F[[Ar]] be the power series ring over a finite field F with

characteristic p and

M — ox ± oy J_ L

where q(x) = 1, q(y)o = 82 g 8, = o and L is a modular lattice with scale

§3 g §2 • F°r an ideal a = ao, take f = {a¡j) to be the semitableau

0,2 = (83: 82)a>      °i3 = Q>      a23 = è2a

and 9c to be the subgroup in 0(M) generated by £(f) together with the

isometry E(x, ay). We show below that 9Î is a normal subgroup. Also, since
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E(x,ay)p = /, it will follow that [SSI: £(f)] = p. It is then clear that, in

general, £(f) is the largest subgroup of this type in SSI. However, SSI is not

contained in /(f)O(f), and consequently the main theorem from the last

section fails to hold in this case.

By Lemma 3.2, 0(M) is generated by ^(x), ^(y), O(L), the isometries

E(x,ßy) with ß in o, and the isometries £(x, z) and E(q(y)~ y,z) with z in L.

To prove 9? is a normal subgroup, it suffices therefore, to show both

[E(x,ay), E(x,z)] and [E(x,ay), E(q(y)~ y,z)] lie in £,3(a)£23(82a), and

hence in £(f), for all z in L. We indicate a proof for the first of these; the

second is similar. Here

[E(x,ay),E(x,z)\ = E(x,ay)E(u,-ay)

where

« = £(x,z)(x) = x - 2(1 + q(z))~\q(z)x + z).

By expanding (1 + x ® ay) ® (1 - m ® ay) in the Clifford algebra as in

Lemma 4.1, it is easily seen that E(x,ay)E(u, — ay) is now in

F23(82a)£i3(82Q2), and the result follows.

Variations of this type of exceptional behavior will also occur when the

valuation ring o has characteristic zero if either p ramifies or the residue class

field is not a prime field.
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